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Abstract. A finite set {FI, . . . , F,} of A-terms is said to be discriminable if, given n arbitrary 
A-termsx,,.... X,, there exists a A-term A such that: 
AFiaXi for lsisn. 
In the present paper each finite set of normal combinators which are pairwise non e-q-convertible 
is proved to be discriminable. Moreover a discrimination algorithm is given. 
Introduction 
The aim of the present paper is, given n distinct h-&normal combinators’ (briefly 
ncs)C,..., C,, which are pairwise non ar-q-convertible and n A -terms X1, . . . , Xn, 
to build a A-term A such that ACi 2X: for 1 G i =Z n. 
Obviously the construction of A may be reduced to that of a nc D such that: 
aci 3 Ayl . l l y,, . yi(l 6 i s n). In fact A = ht. DtXl l l l X,.* We will say that D is a 
discriminator for the set {Cl, . . . , C,). The similarity to an interpolation problem is 
clear. 
We notice that D, as any nc, cannot be a total function on the set of normal forms 
(briefly nfs), i.e. there exist a minimum h and h ncs FI, . . . , F, such that the 
application DFI l l l Fh is without nf. The evaluation of h and the construction of 
Fl , . . . , Fh for a specified D are given in [6]. 
’ Combinator is used synonymously with closed A-term, i.e., term without free variables. 
’ 2 denotes a-p-reducibility and = denotes cu-&convertibility. 
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The discrimination problem, for tl = 1, has the trivial solution D = K’3*4 For n = 2 
this problem has been solved in [4]. It is impossible to generalize this result in a trivial 
way. In fact, given three ncs C1, Cz, C3 and three A -terms X1, X2, X3, using [4] we are 
able to build three&terms A12, 413,423 such that: 
A12G =X1, A13G = XI, A23c2 =x2, 
&2C2=X2, &3C3=X3, 623c3 =x3. 
But we are unable to say anything about the application A&k when 1 G i, j, k s 3 and 
k # i, k # j’. Here we solve the problem for every finite set @ of ncs, and we prove that 
the existence of a discriminator implies the existence of Kronecker’s 6, i.e. a nc 6e 
such that: 
S&N=d ifM=N, 
S&N=Kl ifM#N, 
where M, N E Qi. 
In 123 it is proved that Kronecker’s S is not definable as a A -term when M, N range 
on the whole set of ncs. 
The method given here fails in the case of an infinite set of ncs. Nevertheless for 
each infinite set of A-terms, which is a numerical system, a Kronecker’s S can be built 
by means of the recursion combinator [8, p. 2201. 
H. Barendregt presents in [3] a proof of the discriminability of the finite sets of ncs. 
His proof is based on the sketch presented by Bohm and Peretti at the Logic 
Cs!loquium 72 in Orleans. 
H. B. Curry pointed out [8, p. 1571, that the discriminators built in [4], for the case 
n = 2, work correctly also if we allow only combinatory weak reductions. This is no 
longer true in the present generalization, since the proof Lemma 3 requires strong 
reductions, as exemplified in Remark 1. R. Hindley has proved (in a private 
communication) that if discrimination is possible for A-@-normal forms and A-& 
reductions, then it becomes automatically possible for combinatory strong normal 
forms and weak reductions. 
1. Key notions and definitioins 
It is known that a nf N has the following shape: 
N~Axl~~~x,.xjNl~*~N,’ (nr,naO) 
where Ni(1 c i s m) are nfs. 
We call xi the head variable of N, Ni( 1~ i s m) the ith component of N and 
Axl- x,, the initial abstractions of N. 
3 lj3hxy.x. 
4 1yhx.x. 
5 
= denotes a -convertibility. 
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We assume that, in a nf, variables bound in different abstractions have different 
labels. This is always feasible by a! -reducing. 
We call order of a variable x in a nf N the maximum number of components of 
subterms of N whose head variable is x. 
If X, Y are two ncs then X 0 Y denotes 
@XY = AZ. X( Yz) (composition f X and Y). 
X’ abbreviates X 0 X 0 9 l l 0 X. 
k Y d 
r 
In what follows set of ncs will denote a finite, non-empty set of distinct ncs which 
are pairwise non-ar-q-convertible. I@1 will denote the cardinality of the set @. 
If X is a nc, and d) is a set of ncs, then X[@] denotes the set of combinators 
obtained by applying X to each element of @. Since we will always choose X taking 
care that all elements of XC@] are reducible to ncs, we will think of X[@] as a set of 
ncs. We introduce next an equivalence relation between ncs as in [4]. Our dis- 
crimination algorithm is based on this equivalence relation. 
Definition 2. If Cl =AX~ l l l xnl .x&':" l l l CEi, C+AX~ l l l xnz c x&\~’ l l - CE), 
are ncs, then Ci is equivalent to C&1 - C2) iff: 
ji=j2 and nl-ml=nz-m2. 
Example 1. C1 =hx&x3. x&4x5. x5)(x&) and C2 =Ax~x~. x1(x1x2) are 
equivalent, since jl=jZ=l, and nl=3, ml=2, n2=2, m2=1, i.e. nl-ml= 
n2-m2= 1. 
Let us extend the notion of equivalence to a set of ncs in an obvious way. 
Definition 2. A s\?t @ = {Ci 1 i G n} of ncs is said to be: 
W an equivalent set (e.s.) iff n > 1 and for all 1 s i, 1 s n : Ci - Cl 
- a non-equivalent set (n.e.s.) iff n = 1 or for all lSi, kn, if/: Ci+Cl. 
An arbitrary set of ncs may be always split into disjoint equivalent (or non- 
equivalent) subsets. 
Example 2. 
QZ={AX~X~X~OX~(AX~X_~ 0 x&2x3, hx2 l x2(hx3x4 l x3)x2, 
.h1x’2 a X2(hX3X4 l x3)x1} 
is an e.s. while 
*={AXIX~X~.X~(AX~X~ .X~)X~,AXIX~. X2(hX3X4@X3)X2, 
hx2. dx3~4. x3)x1) 
is a n.e.s. 
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The set 
l2 = (hXlX2X3 a X*(hX4Xg l x5)x*x3, hXlX2. X&X3X4. x3)x*, 
AXlX2 l Xl(AX3X4 l x3bJ 
is neither an e.s. nor a n.e.s. 
We define now three properties of sets of ncs which will be used later. 
Definition 3. A set @ = {Ci 1 i s n} of ncs is varied iff for all 1 S i, Is n 
Ciz~X1"'x,*Xj,C~ •‘~C~7LC~‘AX~*“X~,.Xj,C:I’ l ‘*Cz: 
implies that their head variables xji and xi, are different, i.e. ji Z ji. 
Example 3. The set @ = {Ci 1 i 6 5) where: 
C1=hx1x2. xl(Ax3x4~x3x3), 
c-4 = Axlx2 l X&3X4 l ~4)@~3 e XI), 
~~'Ax~x~.X~(AX~X~.X~)(AX~~X~X~) 
is varied since Cl - Cz + C3 - C4 - CS- 
In contrast, the set !P = {Gi 1 i s 5) where: 
GI=, C1, 
G2 = Ax1x2. xl, 
G3 =AXIX~X~ l x~(Ax~x~ l XS)X~XI, 
G4 = C4, 
is non-varied since Gl+ G2 but their head variable is xi. 
Definition 4. A set @ = {Ci 1 i s n} of ncs is easy iff the head variable of Ci QCCWS only 
once in Ci for 1SiSn. 
Example 4. The set !P of example 3 is easy since x1(x2) don’t occur in the 
components of G1, Gz(G3, G4, Gs). At the contrary, the set Qi of example 3 is 
non-easy since x2 occurs twice in C3. 
efinition 5. A set @ = {Ci I i s n} of ncs is homogeneous iff all Ci for I s i s n have 
the same number of initial abstractions. 
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2. Dbiminators and their properties 
Here is the formal definition of discriminable set of ncs. 
DefWion 6e A set Q) = {Ci 1 i 6 n} of ncs is discriminable iff there exists a nc DQ, 
(discriminator for @j6 such that: 
D&i aAyl l l l y, l yi ’ Uz’ (1 S i S 0). 
Example 6. The set @ = {Ci 1 i s 3) where: 
Ci =AXiX& l x1x1, 
c2 = hXlX& l X2(hX4Xs l xd)(Axd l Xq), 
c3 = hlx2x3 l x3(Ax4 l xd)(Axs, aXq) 
is discriminable. In fact the nc 
D ‘Afyly2y3. Uy4 l yd(Ay4y5 l y2)(hy4yS l Y3) 
is such that: 
DC1 a &ji2y3 . Y 1 
DC2 =+ly2y3 l y2 
DC3 ahyly2Y3 l Y3 
as may be easily verified. 
We notice that, if Xl, . . . , Xn are n arbitrary A-terms, and DQ discriminates the 
set @ = {Ci 1 i s n}, then 
Dt&X~ l ‘*X~ZXi (lsisn). 
Given an arbitrary set @ of ncs we will 
discriminable. We build a discriminator for 
prove in a constructive way that it is 
@ as composition and application of ncs 
which we call transformers. Each transformer maps a set of ncs into another one with 
the same cardinality enjoying some properties peculiar to ?hat transformer. More 
fL,vmally we give the following: 
D&&ion 7. A nc T is a trtznsformer for a given set 0 of ncs iff ?P = a[@] is a set of 
ncs and IPI= I@!. 
Clearly each discriminator is a transiormer too. 
’ We will see that a discriminator for @ will generally depend on @. The writing De expresses this 
dependence. 
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The construction of a discriminator for a given set is split into seven Lemmas and 
one Theorem. Lemmas l-3 present properties implying discriminability. Lemmas 
4-7 give construction rules for special transformers. Finally, the Main Theorem, 
using the results of the Lemmas, proves that each set @ of ncs is discriminable. 
Lemma 1. If @ and P are two sets of ncs such that: 
- @ is discriminable, 
- there exists a transformer T such that T[ !P] = @, 
then P is discriminable. 
Proof. A suitable discriminator for !P is clearly: 
Dty=DOoT. 
Lemma 2. An homogeneous and varied n.e.s. @ is discriminable. 
Proof. Let @ = {Ci 1 i s n) where 
From the hypothesis on Qi it follows that i # 1 implies ji # jl. Then, a discriminator for 
@ is: 
where 
R,= 
the nf of Kmiyi if 3i(s=ji) (l<iSn) 
an arbitrary nc otherwise 
(1SsSw). 
Lemma 3. If @ is an homogeneous and varied set and each equhhce class of Qi is 
discriminable, then @ is discriminable. 
Proof. Let @ = IJY=l @I where 
are the equivalence classes of @. 
If Cj” G AXI . . . xw . xi.&:‘*” . . . C’!!;:’ are the ncs belonging to @, we define: 
Vl =nl+- l l +nl-l (Nkq), 
n= Vq+l =nl+***+n,. 
By hypothesis @l( 1 G 1 s q) is discriminable, i.e., there exists a discriminator Dm, 
such that: 
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Then a discriminator for Qi is: 
where: 
Rp 
the nf of &“l’vl (AZ* 9 l l z,,, . &n--01+1 (Da,tzl l l l z,,)) 
if 31[s=jl] (lGls@, 
an arbitrary nc otherwise 
(1GSSw). 
In fact: 
where: 
R,E 
the nf of Kml+vi(hzl l l l z,,, . ~n-vi+l (&,&I l l l &,)) 
if31[s=jJ (ls1GqJ9 
R, otherwise 
,jLi’ = C~‘~“[x,lR,] (1 G t G ml, 16s G w). 
(1SsSw). 
Since by hypothesis DG, is a discriminator for @l, we have: 
Remark 1. We notice that the proof of this lemma is no longer true inside weak 
combinatory logic. For example 
let Qi = uf=, @I* where: @I = {Cl, C?}, @2 = (C3, C4) and: 
C1 =, Axlx2. xl(Ax3. x3), 
C2 = AXIX~ l x1(Ax3x4. x4)3 
C3 = Axlx2. x2(Ax3. x3), 
If the symbols have the same meaning as in the proof of Lemma 3, we have that: 
q =2, vl=O, v3=n=4, nl=n2=2, 
w=2, v2=2, ml=mz=l, jl=l, j2=2. 
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@I and Qr, are discriminable, since their discriminators are respectively: 
D45,=Aly~y2 l t(hy3. ~30~4. YdY2)z19 
De2=Atyly2 l t&. )2)@y3. Y3(b’4YS l ydz2y3) 
where Z1, 22 are arbitrary ncs. 
Then we have that a discriminator for 45 is the nf of: 
Ata t(K(Ay 1~2 . B*UWyl y2MB3(Ayl y2 l Dcb?fyl y2)) 
i.e.: 
D@ =At. thw2y3y4ys. t@y6. y6(hy7. yZ)y3)&) 
~~ylyZy3y4y5 . t(hJ’6. ydhY6 l y6(hytyt3 l y4)z2y6))- 
It may be easily verified that D&i does not weak reduce to Ui4’ for 1 s i ~4. 
Remark 2. We notice that this lemma permits us to build a discriminator for an 
homogeneous and varied set Qp by applying a suitable nc Pa to discriminators 
&I, . . .v Deq for the equivalence classes of @. In fact if w, n, oh nl, ml, jl( 1 s I s q) are 
defined as in the proof of Lemma 3, it is sufficient o choose: 
where 
PS = 
the nf of Bfflf’“’ (Azl l l l ‘z,,~ l K”-“‘+I (drtzl l l l zn,)) 
if 3l[s=jJ (lsl+), 
arbitrary nc otherwise 
(MSQV), 
to obtain 
Lemma 4. If @ is a set of ncs, then there xists a transforwwr He such that Hcp[ d] is an 
homogeneous set of ncs. 
Proof. Let @ = {Ci 1 i s n} and Ci z AXI 9 9 l xwi l Xj,C”;” l * l C!$ 
If W! ==. maQ+=3, (Wi), a suitable transformer for @ is: 
Hphty, l l 9 y,,,. tyl 9 l l y,,,. 
We observe that He = ,.,I’ for each set @. The obtained set H&P] is then a set of 
n ncs each one having w initial abstractions. 
In the particular case wi = w(1 s i s n), Ha[@] = @. 
7 
=,., denotes c: -q-ccnvertibility. 
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Lemma 5. If @ is an homogeneous set of ncs, then there exists a transformer Va such 
that Ve[@] is an homogeneous, varied and easy set of ncs. 
Proof. The desired transformer will be constructed by using the ncs n[,] = 
AZ1 ’ ’ ’ &+1 * fr+lZl 9 . l tr 17, p. 171) in the same way as in [4], [8, p. 1601, and [S]. 
For sufficiently large values of r the combinators qrl bring into head position 
variables such that: 
- non-equivalent ncs have different head variables (condition on varied sets) 
- the head variable of a nc occurs only once in this nc (condition on easy sets). 
Let @={CiIiSn}, CicAxl l l l x,.C’i (l<isn) and O={X~,, . . . ,~i,} (p>O) be 
the set of head variables of all the Ci( 1 s i s n). For I = 1, l . . , p we build a 
transformer VI such that the desired VY is the composition of these transformers and 
more precisely: 
v*=vpovp_~o”‘ov~. 
Construction of Vi. Let a”‘= (li and @I= V&P”-“(l s r s 2 - 1). Then we may 
choose: 
Vf =A@1 l l - ya,+w,+1 l tyl l . l yj~lqz,]yj~+l l l l yQ*+w[+l 
where: 
- wr is the number of initial abstractions of the ncs of @“-*’ (~1 is defined unam- 
biguously, since @c’-1’ will be proved to be homogeneous). 
- aI is one plus the maximum of the orders of variables in the ncs of @“-“. 
We notice that ji s WI since by construction WI 3 w. 
If Gi =hyl l l l y,, . &Gy’ l l l Gzy belongs to @“-” since mi s al, we obtain: 
AYl l ’ ’ yu,+w*1 l yar+w,-mj+lG:i) l l l G:;yw,+l  ’ l 
V,Gi 2 . . . Yal+W~-miYar+w*-mi+2 l l ’ Yai+w,+l if li = yj, 
Ay1 ' l ' Yu~+w,+I &:" l l l G$iYwl+~ . l l Yal+wc+l otherwise 
where 0:’ = Gy’[y,l~ra,l]( 1 s t S mi). 
Let’s observe that the number of components of V,Gi exceeds that of Gi by either 
a1 + 1 or al, according as either ci # yj, or Ji = yj,. Then, if Ci E Q, has head variable 
a~,( I s r up) and m components, (VY 0 V,-l 0 l l l 0 V,)Ci has m + sl components if 
rrl, m+sf- 1 components otherwise, where si = C’,=l (a, + 1). 
It is easy to verify that: 
(i) V&P”-” is an homogeneous set, if @-l) is homogeneous. 
(ii) if Ci E @ has head variable xj,(l s r up) and m components, then the head 
variable of (V, 0 l l l 0 Vl)Ci is yar+w,-m-sr_r+l if r s I, and is yi, otherwise. 
(iii) each variable y,(u ~w~+l)occursonlyoncein(V~~~~~~V~)Ci. 
In the Appendix, V. is proved to be a transformer for @. E\Jow we must prove 
that Vo[@] is an homogeneous, varied and easy set. 
8 gi represents a variable bound in the initial abstractions of Gfi 
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Since @ is homogeneous, from observation (i) it follows that V&P] is homo- 
geneous too. 
‘To prove that V&D] is a varied set, let us observe that, if jr and m are defined as 
before, any nc of Va[@] with ya,+w,-m-s,_l+l as head variable has m +sP - 1 
components, asrequired by the varied condition. 
Moreover from observation (iii) it follows that V&P] is an easy set. 
Example 6. Let @ = {Ci 1 i s 4) where 
Cl = AXlXZ: . XZ(AXJX4. x4x3), c2 = hXlX2. X2(AX3 . x3), 
c3 f hXlX2. X&X3X4 l x3x2), C4 = Axlx2. x2(Ax3x4 l x3)x1. 
@ is a non-varied and non-easy set, since x2 is the head variable of non-equivalent 
ncs and it occurs twice in C3. 
If the symbols have the same meaning as in the proof of Lemma 5, we have that: 
0 = {x2}, al = 3, w1 = 2. 
Then 
It may be easily verified that: 
V,C, aAx l . ’ x6. x5(Ax,xg l x&x3x4x6 
V&‘, 3 Ax1 l l l x6. x5(Ax,. x,)x3x&j 
V.C3~Axl~ l l x6 l Xs(hx~Xt~ l x7~[3])x3xqx(j 
V,C,~Ax, l l l x6. x‘,(Ax,x~ . x7)x ,x3x&- 
In order to prove that our discrimination algorithm terminates, ameasure d[@] 
is defined. d[@] = I means intuitively that there exist at least two ncs of @ 
having different subterms at nesting level I of parenthesis, but this is not true for all 
levels less than 1. 
More formally we have the following: 
IDefinition 8. If @ = {Ci 1 i s n} is a set of ncs, the depth of Q) is d[@J so defined: 
- if n = 1, then d[@]=a; 
- if there exist h, k such that 1 s h, k G YI and C’h + C’k, then d[@] = 0; 
- otherwise let Her@] = {Gi 1 i G n}, Gi 3 AXI l l l xw . x~G:” l l l Gt’ and 
Then d[@] = 1 +minl,,,, [d[@J]. 
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Example 7. Let Qi = {Cj 1 i G 2}, where: 
Cl = hXlX2. Xl(hX3X4 l X3X3), 
c2 = hx,x2 l x,(hx3 l x3). 
d[Q] is different from 0 since Cl - C2. Ha[@] = Qz since Qi is an homogeneous set. 
Then d[Qi] = 1+ d[@J, where @r = {GI, G2) and: 
G1 = Axlx2x3x4 l X3X3, 
G~=Ax~x~x~ l ~3. 
Since Gr - G2, and Qil is non-homogeneous, we must compute Ha,. 
and 
Ha, =AtylY2y3Y4 l tYlY2Y3Y4 
Hi&h1 = 1% GI 
where: 
G’1 = AXlX2X3X4. X3X3, 
G; = hXlXzX3X4. X3X4. 
Then d[@J = 1 + d[&], where @2 = {FI, Fs} and: 
Fl = hXlX2,X3 l X3, 
F2 = hX1X&X4. X4. 
d[Gj2] = 0 since F1 + F2. Therefore d[&] = 1 and d[@] = 2. 
We say that a transformer T is inoffensive for a set @ when it preserves the depth of 
#, i.e., d[@] = d[T[@]]. 
Since He preserves the equivalence relation between ncs belonging to @, then 
from definition 8 it follows immediately that He is inoffensive for B). 
We need to prove that also Ve is inoffensive for @. This is intuitively true if we take 
into account he structure of V’. The Appendix contains a formal proof of this fact. 
Lemma 6. If Qi is an homogeneous and easy e.s., then there exists a transformer Le 
such that P = L&P] is an homc;geneous set and d[ P] = d[@] - I. 
Proof, Let @={C’i(iGn}, ci~Axl=**x,,xic:“***c~ and ~$,={Ax~***x,,,. 
C~‘Iicn}forlcpcm.ByDefinition8:d[~]=l+min1,,,,[d[~~]].Letqbethe 
minimum integer such that d[$] = mini,,,, [d[@j,]]. If 
CJS” =Ax,,,+~ l l l xw+“, . xi,@’ l l l Gi:' and v = max Vi, 
l%sisn 
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then a suitable transformer for @ is: 
yj+1 l l * Yw- 
In fact we have that: 
Clearly Cf is a nc (1 - I <‘in), CX#& for h#k (I~h,k~n) and moreover 
V = {C: 1 i s n} is an homogeneous set. 
We must prove that d[ V] = &PI - 1. We split this proof according to d[@] = 1 or 
d[@]> 1. 
d[@] = 1 means d[@J = 0, i.e. there exist h, k such that 
Ax1 l l ’ Xw. Cbh’f Ax1 ’ l l xw. Cal, 
i.e., W+Vh-th # W+Vk-tk Or Xjh #xi,. 
In this case we prove that Cl + CL, i.e. d[P] = 0. CL, CL have both w + v initial 
abstractions, respectively th + 0 - uh + m, tk + e, - vk + m components and their head 
variables are respectively xih, xi,. Then th - oh f tk - t)k or Xj, Z xi, implies CL + C;. 
d[@] = u+2withuaOmeans 
min [d[@J] = d[$] = u + 1. 
lspsm 
Gq is in general a non-homogeneous et. By Definition 8 we must consider the 
set &q = &,JP,]. By Lemma 4, Haq =htyi 9 l 9 y,,,+“. ty1 l l l y,+,and therefore 
6q = (Gi 1 i s n), where Gi E Ax1 l l l Xw+o l x~,GY’ . 9 9 Gi,!)xw+ui+l 99 l Xw+” ” 
AxI l l l x~+~, . xjiG:” l l l G”’ andr-t -v v+r - i i for l<Sn Ifwedefine - - . 
d[RJ = d[&] = 1 + min [d[ ??,*I], 
lspsv+r 
i.e., mini,,,,,, [d[ P,*]] = 11. 
By Definition 8, d[P]= 1 +min~,,,,+,+,[d[lYp]] where the sets ?P’ are SO 
defined: 
-Vp=!Pg for lSpSr+v, 
-R+c+p = Qp for l<pSm. 
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Then since mini,,,,+, [d[Pg]] = u and mini,,,, [d[@J] = u + 1, we have that 
d[P]=u+l 
Example 8. Let Qz be the same as in example 7. @ is an homogeneous and easy e.s., 
and d[@] = 2. If the symbols have the same meaning as in the proof of Lemma 6, we 
have: 
w=2, v=2, j=l, q=l. 
Then the transformer f,e is: 
Lt@ = A&y2y3y4 l t(A)?5 . ySy3Y4YS)YZ* 
It may be easily verified that L&D] = !? = (61, GJ, where: 
Gl = hXlX#3X4 l X3X3(hx&j l X&, 
G2 = Axtx2x3x4 l x3x4(Ax5 . X5). 
Clearly ?P is an homogeneous et and d[ V] = 1. 
Remark 3. The condition that Qi is an easy set is needed to prevent the creation 
of A-terms not possessing nf in the application of Lo. The following example may 
clarify this. Let @ = {Cl, C2) where: 
C, =AxIx2 l x1x1, C2 = AxIx2. x1x2. 
@ is an homogeneous e.s. which is non-easy since x1 occurs twice in C1. 
By a (wrong) application of Lemma 6 we would obtain: 
La = Atylyz 9 t(Ay3. y3y3)Y2* 
It may be easily verified that: 
L& a Axi a (Ax2 l x2xa)(Ax2 . x2x2), 
i.e. fv contains one combinator not possessing nf! 
Lemma ‘7. If Q) is an homogeneous and eaJ y set of ncs, then there exists a transformer 
Na such that N&D] contains at least two non-equivalent ncs. 
Proof. We make this proof by induction on d[@]. 
First step. d[@] = 0 implies by definition that there are Ch, Ck E Q, such that Ch + Ck. 
Therefore Qi itself satisfies the desired condition. 
Inductive step. Let this Lemma be true for d[@] = 1, we prove it for d[@] = I + 1. If 
d[@] = I + 1, by Lemma 6 there exists a transformer Lo such that !P = L&l’)] and 
d[ !P] = 1. Moreover !? is an homogeneous et. If ?P is an easy set, then NV exists by 
inductive hypothesis and Na - NW 0 Le. Otherwise we must consider C = Kp[ P]. 
d[Z] = 1 since VW is inoffensive for K Nr; exists by inductive hypdthesis and then we 
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have: No =N,Q l&L@. Lastly 
is again a transformer for @. 
we remark that No as composition of transformers 
Example 9. Let @ be the same as in Example 7. As shown in Example 8, d[@] = 2 
and the transformer Le is: 
L+ = hfyly2y3y4 l t(Ay5 9 y5y3y4y5)y2* 
The obtained set is *P = {Gl, G2}, where 
Gl = hX$2X3X4. X3#3(hX5Xe. X5X5), 
G2 = hXlX2X3X4 e X3x4(Ax5 l x5) 
and d[ !P] = 1. We notice that ?P is a non-easy set. The transformer Vv is: 
b = VI = Atyl l l l yts . tylyuq3]y4 l l l yg 
and the obtained set is C = {&, Fz}, where: 
Fl=Axl l l l x8 l xs&Awm. x9x9)x5x7x8, 
F2=Axl 9 l l x8 .+xdAxg . GdW7Xa 
and d[X] = 1. Now we must compute Ns = Lx since here d[X] = 1. 
Lx =Atyl l l l y12. tyl ’ ’ l y5(013. y13y9 ’ ’ ’ y13)y7y8 
and the obtained set is a = {El, I$}, where: 
E2=Axl. l l x12. X4X9XloXllXl2X4(h3. n3)~5~7xs 
and d [a] = 0, because E 1+ E2. 
Then the desired transformer Ne is the nf of: Lr; 0 VP 0 La i.e.: 
Na =Atyl l 9 ’ y12. f(Ayn . ylJfl[3Iy4y13)y2y5 
(AY 13 . Y 13y9 l l ’ y13)y7yt3* 
Main Theorem. Any set of ncs is discriminable. 
Proof. L,e+ @ be the current set and I@1 = n. We give a constructive proof, i.e., a 
method to build a nc &, such that D&B] = {Vi”’ 1 i s n}. 
This construction is based on the possibility of composition which is assured by 
Lemma 1. 
As first step we build P = He[@]. Now the problem is to discriminate !P’. Lf !P is a 
non-varied set we build C = V,#P]. Otherwise we assume C = ?P. 
If Z is a n.e.s. it is discriminable by Lemma 2. 
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If d[Z] = 0 we assume x = C. If C is an easy e.s. we build x = &[Z]. Lastly, if C is a 
non-easy e.s. we build first 0 = V’[Z] and then x = Na[n]. In all cases we have 
d[x] = 0. 
If x is a varied set, then we assume r = A:. Otherwise we build F = Vj(x). 
Now the problem is to discriminate K r is a varied set which is the union of (at least 
2) equivalence classes &, . . . , rq. Lemma 3 assures us tha1 if DG is a discriminator 
for Fl for 1 G I G 4, then a discriminator for r is Pr Drl l l l D&.Hence the problem is 
to discriminate rl, . . . rq. Since the cardinality of r’) is less thank -for 1 G 2 $_q this --lr 
procedure recursively applied to each rl terminates. 
Example 10. Let @ = (Ci 1 i s 4}, where: 
c2 = AXlX2. XI(AX3 0 x3), 
c-3 = Axlx2. Xz(AX3. X3), 
Since @ is homogeneous, varied and d [ @] = 9, we assume r = x = C = !P = @. r is 
the union of 2 equivalence classes &, I’2s where 
rl = {cl, c2h r2 = 1c3, c4h 
Then, for Lemma 3, a discriminator De for @ is the nf of P&rlDr2 where 
PO =Aylyd. f(A)'#aYsY6Y7. YlfY4Ys) 
(hy3y4ySy6y7 l y2fy6y7h 
Now we must build Drl arid Dr2. rl is an homogeneous and easy e.s. Therefore wc 
must build the set A = lV”l[I’l]. As shown in the Example 9, the transformer Nr, is: 
Nrl=Atyl l l - y12. f(Ayn . yl3r[3ly4yl3)y2yS 
thy13 l y13y9 ’ l ’ Y13hY8 
and the obtained set is & = {El, E2} where: 
E2=Axl- x12. X4X9hXllX12X4(‘+Xl3 l xl3)xS~7xS* 
The set & is discriminable, by Lemma 2, and a discriminator Dsl is: 
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where Zi(l -I - < ’ Z 10) are arbitrary ncs. By Lemma 1, a discriminator Drl is the nf of 
Dr;, 0 Nrl, i.e.: 
&, = Atyly2 l t(h)?3 l y3r[3](Ay4 ’ l ’ y12 l y2)y3)22z4 
(Ay3. y&&&dhY4 ’ ’ ’ y11 41 yl)y3)z6z7 
where indexed 2 are arbitrary ncs. 
Now we must discriminate the set r2. Since & is an homogeni2ous and easy e.s., we 
must build the transformer Nr,. By Lemma 7, Nfz =Lr,, where 
Lrz~htyry2y3y4.fyl(hys.y5~3~4~5). 
In fact Lr,[T2] = a2 = {F1, F2}, where: 
Fl = hX&XJX4. x3~4(Ax5. X5), 
and 4a2] = 0. tn2 is an homogeneous and varied n.e.s. and therefore, by Lemma 2, a 
discriminator for 02 is: 
De =A’tyly2 l ttAy3. y2)&l(Ay3y4 l ydz12 
(where 211, Z12 are arbitrary ncs). 
Then a discriminator for r2 is, by Lemma 1, the nf of Da2 0 A&, i.e.: 
D,=Afyly2. t(Ay3. y2)(Ay3. y3tAy4y5. y1)&1y3)* 
Therefore a discriminator De is the nf of: 
i.e.: 
At. f(Ayly2y3y4y5. &ty,y3NAyly2y3y4y5. D~,~Y~Ys), 
D,=At. t(Ayl 9 - ’ y5. t(Ay6 l y6w[3](Ay7 ’ l ’ ylS l y3)yd)z2z5) 
(Ay6 l )‘e&&&.d~y7 ’ l ’ y14 * y2)y6)&27) 
(An l . ’ yS . t(Ay6. y5hAy6 l yd(Ay7y8 l y4)&2y6)) 
where indexed 2 are arbitrary ncs. 
The following corollary proves, in a constructive way, the existence of Kronecker A 
S for each finite set of ncs. 
Corollary. For every finite set of ncs @ = { Ci 1 i s n) there exists a nc SQ, (Kronecker’s 
S), such that: 
S@CiCj = 
i 
I if Ci E Ci, 
gJ otherwise. 
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Proof. The existence of a discriminator De, proved in the Main Theorem, assures 
the existence of 12 ncs Al, . . . , A, such that: 
AiCk = 
1 if Ci E Ck 
I$[ otherwise 
for 1s r’c G n. 
In fact Ai is the nf of 
Ax. D+xUKI) l l l (K4MW) l 9 l WI). 
-J 
i-l n-i 
Then the desired 60 is the nf of Ax. D&Al l l l A,; in fact 
3. Coinrclusion 
The present paper treats the discrimination of finite sets of ncs. Clearly any set of 
nfs with free variables may be transformed into a set of ncs simply by abstracting all 
the nfs relative to the free variables (in an arbitrary order). So the discrimination of a 
set of nfs may be reduced to the discrimination of a set of ncs. A different approach is 
given in [3] where the discrimination of a set of nfs is realized by replacing the free 
variables. An uniform treatment for both open and closed nfs succeeds by means of 
the notion of context, as was first suggested by Wadsworth (see for example [9]). 
For the whole set of A -terms, Wadsworth [9] extends the notion of discrimination 
in the following sense: “two h-terms X, Y are semi-separable iff there exists a 
context %?[ ] such that @[Xl 21 and %‘[ Y] does not possess head normal form, or 
viceversa”. Moreover in [9] two /!-terms are proved to be semi-separable iff their 
values in Scott’s D,-models are different. No corresponding statement for n > 2 is 
known. 
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Appendix 
Since we need here a precise notion of nesting level of parentheses, we assume to 
write each nf recursively as follows: 
N =-hxl l l l x,, . xi(Nl) l l l (N&e 
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To simplify the proof that Ve is an inoffensive transformer for Cp, we look first at two 
auxiliary properties of the depth and of the cardinality of sets of ncs with more than 
one element (any 43 with I@1 = 1 is varied). 
Proper@ 1. If @ = {c 1 i s n), !P = {Gi 1 i 4 n) are two sets of ncs with n > 1 such that 
Ci =hXl l ’ l x,.Ciand Gi~Axl***X~yl*** y,.Ci for fsisn and t>O, ss0 are 
kdependent of i, then d[@] = d[ !P]. 
Proof. We prove this property by induction on the sum o of nesting levels of 
parentheses of Cl,. . o, Cn. 
First step. a = 0 means that all ncs of Qi have no component and therefore d[@] = 
d[ ?P] = 0. 
Inductive step. Let this property be true for o s u, we prove it for v = u + 1. 
We distinguish the cases b[@] = 0 and d [@I > 0. 
Case 1. d[@] = 0 means that there exist h, k such that C’h -/c Ck. Then also G,, + Gk by 
construction and therefore d[ P] = 0. 
Case 2. If d[@] > 0 we may assume that @, ?P be homogeneous ets of ncs, since 
otherwise we would instead consider H&P], H&P]. Let 
From Definition 8 it follows that d[@] = 1 +mini,,,, [d[#+,]] where 
@p={Axl-x,.cb"~ isn} and d[P]= l+ min [d[?&,]] 
1apGm 
where 
~~={Ax~~~~x~y~~=~y~~~+~~~~x~.C~~~i~n}. 
Since the sum of nesting levels of parentheses of the ncs belonging to Gp is less than 
u + 1 then by inductive hypothesis d[Gp] = d[ Pp] for 1 <p s m. Therefore we obtain 
d[@] = d[P]. 
Property 2. Let @ = {Ci I i s n} be a set of ncs with n > 1 and Ci = Ax1 l l l x,,,~. 
C’i (1 s i s n ), a be greater than the maximum order of variables in C’i for 1 s i 6 n and j 
be less or equal to wi for 1 s i s n. If cl s Ci[xJv[aJ, C; ~Axl 8 * * xu,. Cl’:, then 6: 
possesses nf and if W = {C: Ii s n), then I@1 = I@‘1 and d[@] = d[#‘]. 
Proof. We make this proof by induction on the sum v of nesting levels of paTenthews 
of C*, . . . , c”: 
First step. v = 0 means that all ncs of Qi have no component, i.e. Ci SAXI 9 l l xwio & 
with wi~j(l<i~n)andu~l. Obviously 
Ci s Ci if [i # Xj 
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and 
The property follows immediately. 
Inductiue step. Let this property be true for u 6 u, we prove it for 2, = u + 1. Let 
c+Axr l l l .x,. ci(Cy’) l l l ((7::) with wi a j and a > mi for 1 s i < n. By inductive 
hypothesis each Ci” = CF’ [x~,kt,l] (for 1 G i s n and 1 s p G mi) possesses nf.,Then 
we have 
(shape b) otherwise. 
Clearly each C; possesses nf. 
Wedefine ti=wi-mi(lSiSn). 
Proof of I@‘1 = 1@1. It is sufficient to prove that C’h #, C’k implies Ci #, CL for all 
h, k such that 1 s It, k s Z’F. We distinguish the cases CJ,+ Ck and Ch - Ck. 
Case 1. C’+ Ck. We prove a stronger result, i.e. Ci + Ck. We split the proof 
according to three possible subcases: 
(i) & #Xi, & # xj. In this case, both CX and Ci are of shape a and therefore 
c: + c;. 
(ii) rh # rkr {h = & = xi. In this case both Ci and C; are of shape b. Ch)+ CL since 
a+rh+l-a#a+r&+l-a. 
(iii) & # Xi, [& = $. In this case Ch is of shape a and CL is of shape 14. To obtain 
CL-c; itmustberh=rk+fandCh=Xa+r*+l.~h=Xn+,~+l implieswk%z+r&+l. 
rh = rk + 1 together with wh 2 a + r& + 1 imply mh 2 a, which is contrary to our choice 
of a. 
Case 2. Ch - C&. we consider Hp[@] = (Gi/i s n} where Gi G hxl l l l xW. 
We define 
and 
9 The symmetric case &, = xi, & # xi may be proved by the same argument. 
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Clearly Gi =,, Ci and G: =,, C:. Ch - Ck and Ch it,, Ck means that there exists an 
integer t (1 s t 6 uh = uk) such that Gih’ #, G, (? By inductive hypothesis 
G!“” #, Gik” and therefore Gi #, Gk. Then we obtain CL #, Cl. 
Proof of d[W]=d[@]. We distinguish t e cases d[@]=O and d[@]>O. 
Case 1. d[@] = 0 means that here exist h, k such that Ch + Ck, i.e., we are in case 1 of 
the proof of I@‘1 = I@i. Then we have CL + CL, i.e., d[@‘] = 0. 
Case 2. Let Gi, GE’, Gi and GF)’ for 1 s i s n and 1 ep s ui be defined as in case 2 
of the proof of I@‘1 = I@I. 
d[@] > 0 means that all Gi have the same head variable and the same component 
number, i.e., ci = [ and ui = m for 1 s i s IE. Moreover we define 
for 1 <p s m. By inductive hypothesis d[@J = d[@E] for 1 sp em. We split the 
proof according to two possible subcases: 
(i) 5 # xk In this case G: =hxl . l . xw . l(G:“‘) . . l (G$‘) and therefore 
d[@‘] = 1 + min [d[@$]] = 1 + min [d[@J = d[@]. 
lspsm lapcm 
(ii) 6 = xi. In this case 
6; =hXE 9 . . ~,,,y,,,+~ . . l Y,+~ . ~,+~(G:ij’) Q . l (G!?‘)(y,n+d l l l (Ytx)- 
By Definition 8, d[W] = 1 + rninlepSo [d[@L]] where the sets aZk are so defined: 
@~={AX1” * XwYm+l’ l l ~~+~.y~} form+lSpSa. 
From Definition 8 d[@L] = 00 for m + 1 ep 64, i.e., d[@‘] = 1 +minl,,,, [&&II. 
From Property 1 it follows that d[@L+J= d[@z] for 1 sp srn and therefore 
d[@‘] = d[@]. 
Property 3. Ve is an inoffensive transformer for an homogeneous set QT with I#1 > 1. 
Proof. Let p, @(‘-l’ and VI (1 s I s p) be defined as in the proof of Lemma 5. It is 
clearly sufficient to prove that 01 is an inoffensive transformer for @““‘( 1 s 16 .P), 
i.e., if @cr-1’ ={Ci I i s n}, * = V$@‘“-“1 and Cl = V& then: 
(a) C: reduces to a nc (1 s i s n), 
(b) IPI = n, 
(c) d[Y] = d[@]. 
Let’s notice that if Ci E Ayl l 9 l y, . & then C: shy1 l l . Y,~+,,,~+I . Ci[y~~/~~olJ 
(ywld-. l (ya~+wl+d=&i l . . yw,. Ci[yjj/vKqJ and SO conditions a, b and c follow 
immediately from Property 2. 
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